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A study. of the ~y~amic behavi?ur ?f f<?otings. subjected_ to coupled 
rocking and sliding mode of v1bratt0ns 1s very important m the design 

of foundations for Vlrious types of structures such as radar towers, 
chimneys, off-shore pbtforms etc. and · also in the design of machine 
foundations. M1ny pro;edures pertaining· to the study of vibrations of 
footings, idealise the foot_ing to be circular, as thus shape simplifies the 
analysis considerably. Rectangular shapes a rl! more commonly used as 
machine foundations. These footings produce sliding and rocking com
ponents during horizontal excitations. 

D.iring coupled rocking and sliding vibrations of embedded rectan
guhr footings, the spring and damping resistance for rocking and sliding 
on account of embedrnent are developed on the faces perpendicular 
to the plane of rocking. There is a likelihood of slip at the vertical 
interfaces of the rectangular block parallel to the plane of rocking 
and at the h orizontal interface of the base a .id the soil below giving 
rise to the mobilisation of frictional forces. The magnitude of these 
forces depend on the angle of intergranular friction, overburden pressure, 
moisture content, nature of contact surface between embedded block and 
soil, etc. 

In this paper a two-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter analogue and 
its closed form solution have been described to predict the behaviour 
of rigid embedded block foundations under coupled rocking and sliding 
m ode with following assumptions: (I) The base shape of the embedded 
block foundation is rectangular. However, footings with circular base 
shape can be approximated as an equivalent equare of same base area (2) 
Though the development of the_Iumped parameter analogue model implies 
the embedment of the foundation blocks in linearly elastic., isotropic and 
homogeneous half-space, it is possible to accommodate variable properties 
of the soil above the base level of the footing by suitable modifications in 
the proposed lumped parameters, (3) The proposed theoretical model 
assumes superposition of the effect of embedment with the response of 
surface footings, (4) The damping and spring constants for surface foot
ings under coupled rocking and sliding mode of vibration can be chosen 
either from Hall's ( l 957) analogue or from the theoretical model of 
Beredugo and Novak (1972), (5) Stiffness and damping constants due to 
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embedment of the block for horizontal translation can be obtained by a • 
suitable adoption of the lumped paramaters of Lysmer's (1965) analogue 
for surface footings, (6) Stiffness and damping constants for rocking due 
to embedment can be obtained by a suitable adoption of the lumped 
parameters of Hall's (1967) analogue for surface footings, (7) There is a 
likelihood of slip at the vertical interfaces of the embedded rectangular 
block parallel to the pla.ne of. rocking, (i.e. pe~pendicu!ar to the axis of 
rocking) with the surroundmg .s~1l an~ at the borizon.t~l 1.nterface . o( the 
base with the soil below, g1vrng nse to the mob1hsa~1on of frictional 
forces. These forces can be lumbed as a single force F actmg at the base 
of the rectangular footing (Fig. l ) . 

b) 
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FIGURE 1 Proposed Theoretical Model of an Embedded Footing Under Coupled 
Vibrations 

Analysis 

Figure 1 represents the proposed theoretical model of a rectan
gular embedded footing of plan dimensions 2c x 2d under coupled 
rocking and sliding vibrations and embedded to a depth L in a homo
geneous, isotropic elastic half-space. Let it be subjected to an exciting 
force 

Q(t) = Q0 COS (wt+;) 

and moment 

M(t) = M 0 COS (wt+tf,) ... (2) 
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about the center of gravity. With the sign conventions and notations 
indicated, summation of forces about the center of gravity yield the 
following equations of dynamic equilibrium: 

m ~, + R' + N' 
X X 

= Q0 COS (wt+ cfo)±F ... (3) 

I~- -R' zc + R' - N' z0-L/2) + N' = Mo cos (w t+,f,)'=fFzc ... (4) 
X 'I' X 'I' 

where 

Xs = x,+(L/2-zc)cp 

C,tbe = Cxb + bxb/w 

Cxu = Cxs + b,-,/w 

Notations Used in the Above Equations 

1 
I 
! 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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I 
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J 

... (5) 

m-mass of the vibrating body, Q0 and M0 -Real amplitudes of exciting 
forces and moments, w-Frequency of excitation, ef,-Phase angle, /-mass 
moment of inertia about center of gravity, x, and cp = translation and 
rotation of center of grarity at any instant of time, x0 and 'Po - ma~imum 
amplitude of translation and rotation of center of gravity. Xb - honzo_ntal 
component of displacement of the footing base at any inst~nt ?f time, 
Xs - horizontal component of displacement· of the point of apphcat1ons of 
the soil reaction N' due to embedment at any instant of time, Cxbe a nd 

X 

ccpbe - equivalent damping constants for horizontal translation and roc-
king respectively of the soil layer below the footing base, Cxs• and ccpse -
equivalent damping constants for horizontal translation and rocking 
respectively due to embedment k:rb and kcpb - stiffness constants for hori
zontal translation and rocking respectively due to the soil layer below 
footing base, Cxb and ccpb-Damping constants for horizontal translation and 
rocking resp.!ctively of the soil layer below the footing base, kx, and k 43 
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stiffness constants for horizontal tra nslation and rocking respectively due 
embedment, c,,, and cq:,s - damping constants for horizontal translation • 
and roc_king respectiyely . due to embedment, zc = r1-height of center 
of gravity of the v1bratmg mass above base, ze - eccentricity of the 

applied force with respect to the CG of the system, R ' and R' - soil re-
. r I . x q:, 

action 1or trans atton and rocking respectively at the footing base, 

N' and N' - soil reactions for translation and rocking resp ectively due to 

e~bedmeni, bxb and b,,s- interna l damping coefficients for translation, 
b and b 6-internal damping coefficients for rocking and dot represents 

cps cp · h t t· differentiation wit respect o 1me. 

The sign of F in Eqs. (3) and (4) resp ectively depend on the 
velocity vector Xb. If the frictional force is small compared to the d riving 
force amplitudes, the resulting motion will be continuous while for 
larger values of F, a single cycle of motion map consist of regions of 
stand still. The procedure indicated herein assumes smaller values of F 
a nd correspondingly continuous motion without any standstill. However, 
the present analysis can also be extended to motions with standstills 
through sui table modifications in the boundary conditions. 

Introducing the Notations 

q2 = kxb + kxs 

q3 = -Cxb• zc+cx,,(l/2-zc) 

q4 = -kxb Zc + kxs(L/2-zc) 

2 
s1 = Cxb, Zc + Ccpbe + Cxsc (L/2-zc)2 =f, Ccpse 

S3 = -C .. b, Zc + czs• (L/2-zc) 

S4 = -k .. b Zc + kx, (L/2-zc) 

and the boundary conditions 

at t = 0, Xb = Xbmax Xb = 0 cp = cpo cp = <po 

at t = -rr/w, Xb = - Xomax Xb = 0 cp=-cpo cp=-<l'o 

0 < t < TT/w Xb ~ 0. 

the dynamic equilibrium equations become 

nJ xg-1- qi X,:+ q2x,:+ q3 ip+ q, cp = Q(t) + F 

I i'+s1 cp·+ s2 cp+s3 x~+ s, X,: = M(t)-F zc 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

J 

... (6) 

.. . (7) 

.. . (8) 

.. (9) 
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These equations can be solved by the superposition of complementary 
and particular solutions of the differential equations. Let 

Xg = A exp (YJt) and <p = B exp ('l'lt), then ... (10) 

for non-trivial values of A and B, the quartic equation 

ml'1j4 + (ms1 + q11) '1')3 + (ms2+q, s1+ q2 l-q3 s3) YJ2 + (q1 s2 + q2 s1 

-qa S4 - q4 S3) TJ + (q2 S2-q4 S4) = 0 ... (JOA) 

with characteristic roots 'l'lt = -a+i~. '1')2 = - 06 - i~, 'l'la = - y + iS, 
'1')4 = -y-iS and ex. ~. y and 8 as positive, real constants can be solved by 
the theory of equations. The ratio of BIA for each root can be obtained 
as: 

For '1')1, 

[ B1/A1)= [(-m«2+ m~2+ q1«-q2) + i(2m«~-q1~)]/[(- qscx + q«) + iqsPJ • .. (11) 

= a-f- ib 

For '1')2, [B2/A2] = a - i b 

For 'IJa, 

(B
3
/A3)= [(-my2 + mS2 -l- q1y-q2) +i (2my 8- q18)]/[(- q3y +q,) + iqa8)] 

... (12) 

= c -t- id 

For YJ4, [B4/ A4] = c-i d 

Then the complementary solutions are 

x. = exp( - «t)[C1 cos ~t + C2 sin ~t]+ exp (-yt)[C3 cos Bt+ C4 sin 81] 
. . . (13) 

<p = exp (- «t)(D1 cos ~t + D2 sin ~t]+ exp ( - yt)[D3 cos 8t+ D, sin St] 
. .. (14) 

and 

C1 = A1+ A2 C2 = (A1-A2)i Ca = Aa+ A, C, = (Aa-A ,)i 

D1 = B1+ B2 D2 = (B1-B2)i D3 = B3+ B, D, = (Ba'-B,)i 

D1 = aC1 + C2b D2 = aC2- bC1 D3 = cC3 + C4d D4 = cC4-C3d 

can be obtained. 

The particular solution of the above Eqs. (8) and (9) 

Xg = Ui cos (wt+ </>) + U2 sin (wt+;) + V1F 

cp = U3 cos (wt+</>) + U4 sin (wt+</>) + V2F 

... (15) 

.. . (16) 

... (17) 
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can be evaluated in a similar manner as reported by Yeh (1966) 

V1 = (s2+ r1q4)/(-s4 q4 -i-s2q2) and V2 = - (q2r1+ s4)/( - s 2q2+s4q4) 

Gn G12 G13 G14 (q2/m - w2) 

a21 0 22 G23 G24 (-qi<J> /m) 

I a I = = 
G31 032 033 G34 (s,/ I) 

au 042 043 044 (-s2w/l) 

(q1w/m) 

(q2/m - w2) 

(s~wf l) 

(sJI) 

(q4(m) 

(-q3w/m) 

(s2//-w2) 

(- s1w/l) 

.. . (18) 

(q
3
wrm) I 

(q4/m) 

(s1w/l) 

(s2/l--w2) 

I a I uj = [Qo/m] A1i + [Mo/I] Aa1, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 

and 

... (19) 

... (20) 

Au .. A44 are the co fa.ct ors of a11 •• a44 

The general solutions for the system of differential Eqs. (8) and (9) 
are written as 

x, = exp ( - cx.t) (C1 cos 131 +c, sin (3t] + exp (-yt) (C3 cos ot+C4 sin ot 
+ U1 cos (wt + ,f>) + U2 sin (wt+ cf,)+ V1F 

... (21) 

~ = exp ( - a.t) [D1 cos (3t + D2 sin f,t] +exp(-yt)[D3 cos ot+ D4 sin 31] 
+ U

3 
cos (wt + cf,) -!- U4 sin (wt + cp) + V2F 

... (22) 

Introducing the Notation'i 

P1 = [-~+r1(a.a-J-b/3)] , p2 = [f. + rf(bcx.--afi)],p3 = [-y+ rJ(yc+do)], 
p4 = [ll +r1(yd--c)], 

bu h12 b13 hu (1-cr1) -dr1 

Pa P4 
lb]= 

h21 h22 h2a b2, 
-

ha, ba2 hs3 ba4 a b c d 

b41 b42 b43 b44 (-a~-bM (-cx.b+of.) (- cy•-do) (-yd+oc) 

... (23) 

P = exp (--cx.'TT/w) cos (f,'TT/w), q = exp (-cx.7r/w) sin (f,'TT/w) ] 

r = exp {-y7r/w) cos (81r/w), s = exp (-"Y'TT/w) sin ('87r/w) ···<24
) 

0
1 = [p+ r1 ( - ap+ bq)], a2 = [q+r1(-bp - aq)], a3 = [r+ r1(- rc+ds)J, 

G4 = [s - r1 (rd+ cs) ], a5 = [ap- bq ],a6= [bp -+aql,a
7
= [rc- dsJ, 

a8 = [rd + cs 
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a11= [ - a3y = a48 

.. a14= [ -- a6a+ a5~ 

], a12 = [ - a4y + aa8 ], a13 = [ - a5« - a6~ ], 

], ll1s= [ - a,y - asS ], a10 = [ - llsY + a,8 ], 

[D] = 

r mu 

I 
L 

l 

I j- [D] 

m a2- lb I U, 

m,2+ I b I w U3 

m0 + I b I 

m,,-1 b I m,.- 1 b I (V,-v,,,) l 
j 

.. . (25) 

. . . (26) 

... (27) 

... (28) 

r
-( U1-r1U3)B11- w( U2- U,r1)B21-UsBa1-w ViB,1 1 
- (U1-r1U3)B12- w(CT2-U4r1)B22--U3B32- wU4B42 I 
-(Uc-r1U3)B13-w(U2-U.1rr)B23---U3B33- wU,B43 

l - (U1- r1U3)Bu-w( U2- Virr)B24-U3B34-wU4B44 J 
... (29) 
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r ln12 l ( --(U2--r1)U4)B11 + w(l/i- U3rr)B21 - U4B31+ wU3B41 l I I I I 

I 11122 I I ·-( U2- 11)U4)B12+ w( U1-Uar1)B2~ - U4Ba2+ wUaB42 I I I = [D] ! . I i ln32 I I --(U2-r1)U4)B1 3+ w(U1- U3rr)B23- U,.B33+ wU3B43 
I 
I I I I I 

L m4z J I l - (U2-r1)U4)B14+ w(U1- U3r1)B2c-U4B34 + wU
3
B44 ) 

.. (30) 

( ln13 l r Bal ) ( Ml14 ) ( 941 1 
I I I I I I I 
I 11123 I I B32 I I 11124 I B42 I 
! I = [DJ I I and I = [DJ I r ... (31) 

I 

i I /1133 ! i Baa I I !1134 I B4a 
I I I i I I I I 
L //134 j L 034 ) l mu J l B 44 J 

r m,. 
I ( Bu I r 11116 l 

J-- [D] I 
I 

ln25 B12 I ln2G 

=- [DJ ! and I 
ln35 B1s I I lnae ' 

I j I I 
l 1114s l Bu L m46 J 

( --V1B11+ Vi(r1Bu-Ba1) 

l -V1B12 + Vir1B12-Ba2) 
I ... (32) 
I -V1 B13 + Vir1BlJ- B 33 ) 

l -ViB14+ Vlr1B14-B84) 

and Bu •. B44 to represent the cofactors of b11 to b44, Cu to C44 to 
represent the cofactors of c11 to c44 and applying Eq. (7) the following 
could be obtained : 

. 4 

I C i cos <p = :::; ch (Cj5Xbmax +ci6F) = I CI [u1Xbmax+u2F] ... (33) 
j = l 

4 
I C l cos cp = }; ch (Cj5.°(bmnx+ Cj6F) = I C ! [V1Xbmax+v2F] 

j = I 

4 
/ C / <?o = ~ Ya (Cj5Xbmax+CjsF) 

j=l 

... (34) 

... (35) 

4 

/ C / <p~ = l: Y4 (Cj5Xbmax+CjsF) ... (36) 
j = l 

Eliminating cf, between Eqs. (33) and (34) an equation 

( .2 2)2 2 2 
ul + vi Xbmax + 2Fxbmax (u1112 + Vi V2)+ (u + v ) p2 - I = 0 · · . 2 2 

... (37) 

,,,, 
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is obtained and the posit ive value of Xbmax should be .considered. Substi tu
t ing in Eqs. (21 ) and (22) Xo and <p0 can be computed. The problem is 

then compl~tely solved for a given set of parameters. As x~ ~ 0, substitu

tion of the above equations together with Eqs. (21), (22) and (5) 
provide a n expression for the region of validity (Ragbavendra Ra o, 
198 1). 

Evaluation of Stiffness and Damping Constants 

Evaluation of k xb, C,b, k rpb and c<pb 

These p:irameters arc evaluated either using Hall's (1967) analogue 
model or Beredugo and Novak's (1972) model for rocking and slid ing of 
a cylindrical block of radius r0 resting on the surface of a n elastic half
space. Thus according to Hall (1967) 

kxb = [32(1 - µ) Gr0 ] / [ 7 - 8µ] 

] / [3(1 - µ)] 

2 
Cxb = [1 8.4 (1-µ) 'o (pG)112) / [7--8µ] 

crpb = [0.8 r~ (pG)112 ] /[l- µ) (1 + B' )] 
<p 

B' = [3 (l-µ) lb 
<p 

5 
] / [Sp 'o 

and according to Beredugo and Novak (1972) 

kxb = G ro Cu, 

k ,pb 
3 

= Gr
0

c91 

Cxb = (Gr0 /w) Cuc 

3 
cepb = (Gr

0 
/w) C'P2 

... (38) 

. . . (39) 

... (40) 

. . . (41) 

... (42) 

. .. (43) 

. .. (44) 

.. (45) 

... (46) 

where Cu1 and Cu.- elastic half-space stiffness a nd damping parameters for 
translation, C 1 -and C'P2 - elastic half-space stiffness and damping 
parameters for '!'rocking, G-- - shear modulus of the elastic medium, P--:-ma~s 
density of the medium, 1-i- -Poisson's ratio, lb- mass moment of mertia 
about an axis through center of base. Rich:irt et al. ( 1970) has observed 
that with the value of r0 chosen for appropriate mode of vibration, the 
above express ions ca n be used for rectangular contact areas with length 
to breadth ratio upto 2. 

The stiffness of rectangular contact areas 2c x 2d can be computed 
alternatively with the help of expressions given by Richart et al. (1 970). 
Thus the sliding and rocking stiffnesses respectively, are givtn by . 

.. . (47) 
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. .. (48) 

~ .. and /3rp depend on d/c ratio. 

Evaluation of kxs and C1·s 

Lysmer (1965) develop~d a single-deg~ee-of-freedom lumped parameter 
analogue model to predict the dynamic response of a circular footing 
under vertical vibrations with spring and damping constants as 

k, = 4 G r0 /[l-µ] 

2 
Cz = 3.4r 

O 
(pG)1l2/(l-µ] 

.. . (49) 

... (50) 

The above expressions depend only on the area of contact and the 
elastic properties of the soil medium. Also, during vertical vibrations, the 
soil below the footing is in a state of elastic uniform compression (Barkan, 
1962). 

Coupled rocking and slidi~g vibrations of an embedded rectangular 
footing produce normal pressure on soil mass adjacent to the two vertical 
faces, parallel to a1?-d on either sides of t_he axi_s of rocking. Th!s soil. mass 
is also likely to be m a state of elastic umform compression, 1f the 
horizontal component of coupled motion alone is considered. As half of 
the semi-infinite soil medium is effective with respect to each vertical face 
of the footing, it is reasonable to assume that the damping Cxs and lateral 
stiffness. kxs are approximately equal to the values of c, and k, given by 
Eqs. (50) and (49) respectively. taking care to use the appropriate 
values of r 0 and other elastic properties. 

Therefore, for an embedded rectangular footing of dimensions 2c x 2d 
with embedment L, approximate values of Cxs and kzs can be computed 
using the following expressions: 

2 
Cxs = l.7 r (pG)112/ [I-µ] 

eq 

kxs = 2 req G/[l-µ] or 

kxs = G ~z (cL)1 i1/[1-µ] 

req = [4c L/11]112 

and ~, depends on L/c ratio. 

Evaluation k 'Ps and c.,,s 

... (51) 

... (52) 

... (53) 

.. (54) 

. H~Il (1967) _developed. stiffness and damping parameters for rocking 
vibrations C?f a circular footmg on the surface of an elastic half space and 
the expressions to evaluate them are given in Eqs. (38) to (42). 

The so_il. below _a footing undergoing rocking mode of vibration is in a 
state ei_a~tic no_n-un_1form compression (Barken, 1962). Coupled rocking 
an_d sliding. v1b~ahons of an embedded rectangular footing would also 
brmg the s011 adJacent to the two vertical faces parallel to and on either 
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side of the axis of rocking into a state of elastic non-uniform compression, 
.. if the rocking component alone is considered. 

Therefore, for an embedded rectangular footing, of dimensions 2cx2d, 
with embedment L, the lateral stiffness kcps can be assumed as the difference 
between the stiffnesses offered by two rectangular surface footings of 
dimensions 2c x (2d+2L) and 2c x 2d. The value of damping parameter 
ccps can be evaluated in a similar manner. Thus both r q,s and kq,s can be 
evaluated using Hall's (1967) expressions given in Eqs. (38) to (42) 
taking to care to use oppropriate values of r0 and other properties as given 
below: 

3 3 
kcps = [8G (r

2 
- ,

1 
~))/[3 (1-,u)) ... (55) 

Alternatively, 

kcps = G (2c) (2d)2 [~q,e (l + L/d)'-~q,s ] /[1-,u] ... (56) 

where (,cpe is the value (,'P (for ratio [L + d]/c. ~q,s is the value of ~'P corres
ponding to ratio [d/c]. 

4 4 
ccps = (0.8 (Gp)1/ 2/(l-µ)][r

2 
/ (l + Bcp2 )- r

1 
/ (l + Bq,1] ... (57] 

5 
Bq, l = [3 (\-µ) lb] /[8 p r

1 
] ... (58) 

s 
Bcpz = [3 (I - µ) lb ]/[8 p r2 ] 

r1 = [16 c d 3 !311]1 14 

r 2 = [(2c) (2d t-2L)3/3 11)114 

... (59) 

... (60) 

... (61) 

For the case of frequency dependant excitation the above !1nalysis :an 
be applied by replacing Q0 by the frequency d~pendant forc!ng fu_nct1on 
m e w2 where m is the mass at an eccentnc1ty, eo, rotat1ng with an 

0 0 , 0 

angular velocity w. 

Presentation of Results 

The closed form solution as developed above is then obtained using 
electronic digital computer (IBM 370) for various values of dimensionless 
frequency 

0 0 = w r0 (p/G)1/2. 

Using the notation-E = F/ [m0 e0 w
2

] 
C 

called the friction factor and we = [kxb/m]112 

... (62) 

... (63) 

... (64) 

trpical response _curves hav~ been plotted for a square footing with sides 
sides 2c X2c (equivalent radms r0 ) and embedment Lin Fig. 2 in terms of 
dimensionless horizontal amplitude (mx0 /m0 e0 ), dimensionless rocking 
amplitude (lrp0 /m0e0 z,) for quadratic excitation with various friction factors 
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(Embedment factor So = L fr0 = 1). The dotted line in the figure 
represents the boundary from where continuous motion occurs and the 
present analysis is valid. The introduction of friction damper reduces 
resonant amplitudes and shifts resonant frequency considerably. 

Evaluation of Constant Frictional Force 

The frictional force mobilised depends mainly on the physical charac
teristics of the interface between the soil and the foundation walls, depth 
of embedment, lateral earth pressure acting normal to the interfaces etc. 
As the base and two sides parallel to the plane of rocking are effective in 
offering friction, for a c-,f, soil, 

... (65) 

where k0 = µ /(1 -11.), the coefficient of lateral earth pressure at rest, 
Ys bulk density of soil, fL[- Coefficient of kinematic wall friction Ca-wall 
adhesion between soil and surface of foundation under dynamic conditions, 
W-weight of the vibrating body. 

Since the coefficient of kinematic friction is always less than coefficient 
of static friction, for a footing under vertical vibrations, Anandakri,han 
and Krishnaswamy ( 197 J) and Krishnaswamy ( 1972) have recommended a 
value of fL/ as 

fLI = tan (c/>1/3) ... (66) 

where rp1 - the angle of internal friction of soil and Ca to be of the order 
of 1-2 percent of the actual cohesive strength of soil. For torsional 
vibrations, Bhaskaran Nair (1980) has recommended fLI as 

fLI = tan, cp 1/6) 

fLf = tan (c/>1/6) 

(Precast footing) 

(Cast-in-situ footing) ... (67) 

From the present study of coupled rocking and sliding vibrations of 
footings the value ofµ/ has been recommended as 

fLf = tan (,f,1/9 J (Prccast footing) 

µr = tan (rf,1/6) (Cast-in-situ footing) .. . (68) 

Field Tests 

Field vibratory tests on several precast and cast-in-_situ. _reinforced 
cement concrete footings were conducted t_o study the_ ~pphcab1hty of the 
theory for the prediction of coupled rockmg and shdmg response. 1:'he 
site by the northern side of the Soil Dynamics laboratory of the Indian 
Institute of Technology, M adras was selected for the investigations. The 
average unit weight and water content of soil were found to be i 9.3 KN/m3 

and I I per cent respectively. The angle of internal friction and cohesion 
of soil were determined as 31 ° and 23.54 KN/m2 respectively. F igure show 
the soil profile a t test site and variation of shear modulus with depth. 
Foundation bolts were provided in the footings to enable the vibrator and 
other attachments to be installed on the footings during testing. Wooden 
plugs were used for fixing the vibrator of dimensions 310 x 250 x 175 mm 
and mass 43.1kg was used. Six eccentric masses m0 (6 kg in a ll) at an 
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FIGURE 3 Soil Profile With Variation of Shear Modulus (After Bhaskaran Nair, 1980) 

eccentricity of e0 =a= 38.3 mm from the center of the revolving s~afts 
produced coupled rocking and sliding excitation. The vibrator wa~ provided 
with an arrangement to change the relative position of the rotatmg eccen
tric masses over a wide range. A 5 HP speed controlled moto~ w~s u~ed 
to run the vibrator through a flexible shaft. Electrodynamic v1brat1on 
pickups were used in-conjunction with the amplitude measuring apparatus 
measure peak vibration amplitudes. A Digital speed i_ndicating teach~o
meter was used to read the spot speed of the revolvmg shafts. A mild 
steel base plate 600 x 600 x 16 mm and mass 40 kg was used above the 
footings for all tests. The vibrator was mounted firmly as shown in Fig. 
4 to produce coupled rocking and siliding vibrations. The overall weight 
of the set up was increased by adding over the vibrator circular cast iron 
plates. For various speeds of rotation the amplitudes of motion were 
measured. The properties of the footings used are indicated in Tables 
I and 2. 

The experimental data, thus obtained, have been analysed with the help 
of the proposed theoretical model as well as by the theoretical model of 
Beredugo and Novak (1972). These results are being published elsewhere 
as the Tables of test data are too lengthy to be included in the present 
paper. . The agreement between the results predicted by the proposed 
theoreucal model and the experimental data is found to be satisfactory. 

Summary and Conclusions 

A two-~egree-of-freedom lumped parameter analogue and its closed 
form_ solution has been developed to investigate the study state coupled 
r?ckmg and sliding response of rigid embedded block foundations. Field 
vibratory test in coupled rocking and sliding mode were conducted on 
several pre-cast-in-situ reinforced cement concrete block foundations to 

.,,, 
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TABLE 1 

Dimensions of Test Footings 

I 
Dimensions (m) 

Base 
Type of Base No. 

Length Breadth j Height 

Precast Rigid Block 0.900 0.900 0.450 

2 Precast Rigid Block 0.700 0.700 0.500 

3 Precast Rigid Block 0.600 0.600 0.450 

4 Precast Rigid Block 0.500 0.500 0.500 

5 Prccast Rigid Block 0.500 0.700 1.200 

6 Precast Rigid Block 0.677 Diameter I .200 

7 Precast Rigid Block 0.700 0.500 1.200 

8 Cast-in-situ Block 0.500 0.500 0.450 

9 Cast-in-situ Block 0.500 0.500 0.500 

10 Cast-in-situ 'Block 0.400 0.400 0.500 

JI Cast-in-situ Block 0.350 0.3~0 0.500 

12 Cast-in-situ Block 0.275 0.275 0,500 

TABLE 2 

Properties of Test Footings 

Equiva- Addi- Mass Moment B,, Base Test Jent tional .!.!__ Zc of Inertia 
B',p No. No. Radius, Mass - - about Base lb ro Yo ro 

m . Kg Kg/m' 

1.2 . 0.5106 210 0.54 0.69 286 0.93 1.19 
2.3 0.5106 315 0.46 0.77 363 1.01 1.50 1.4 0.5106 420 0.39 0.83 443 1.08 1.84 1.5 0.5106 5Z5 0.33 0.90 :>28 l.!8 2.18 

2 2.4 0.3972 420 0.40 1.31 440 J.82 6.35 
3 3.4 0.3404 420 0.27 1.58 365 2.37 11.45 
4 4.2 0.2850 210 0.58 1.79 222 2.70 16.80 
5 5.2 0 3672 210 1.59 2.16 1239 2.83 25.52 
6 6.2 0.3385 210 1.72 2.35 1179 3.62 37.80 6.4 0.3385 420 1.49 2.68 1726 4.19 55.50 
7 7.2 0.3105 210 1.88 2.56 1212 4.69 60.00 
8 8.2 0.2850 210 0.40 1.72 194 2.56 14.70 8.4 0.2850 420 0.15 2.06 351 3.52 26.60 
9 92 0.2850 210 0.58 1.79 222 2.70 16.80 9.4 0 2850 420 0.23 2.14 400 3.68 30.30 

10 10.2 0.2280 210 0.47 2.46 217 4.62 50.20 10.4 0.2280 420 0.05 2.88 396 6.48 91 co 
11 11.2 0.2000 210 0.44 2.89 208 6.40 93.00 11.4 0.200 420 0.05 2.98 395 9.17 176.00 
12 12.2 0 .156 210 0.34 3.94 206 12.37 319.00 
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study the appli~ability of the proposed theory. The agreement between 
the results yred1?ted by the proposed theoretical model and the experimen
tal. data ~s sat1sfact<?ry. Thus the proposed theoretical model provides 
an mterestmg alternative to the existing theoretical model of Beredugo and 
Novak (1972). 
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